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THE JRN SMOOTH JAZZ JINGLE PACKAGE

Over the last year one of the big projects at Jones Radio Networks has been 
creating custom jingle packages for our 24-hour music formats.  That 
initiative has followed our acquisition of leading production company 
TM Century (now JonesTM) in 2006.  We have had two important goals
-- to offer our affiliates affordable quality jingles, and to create jingles 
that fit perfectly into the structure of our network clocks.

After many months of work, JRN’s Smooth Jazz jingle package is ready.  It 
includes six jingles, plus a thirty-second weather bed.  We strived to make the 
jingles sound like our format rather than like conventional jingles, so we used a 
male soloist on three of the sings and a female on the other three.

The “workhorse” cuts of this package are 10-second vocals which were designed
to play in your return liner positions.  Most are provided in two different 
instrumentations, so you’ll actually have eleven of these jingles you can rotate.  
In addition there are five all-instrumental 10-second cuts, which are for possible 
occasional use as a variation.  

The package also includes 40-second versions of each jingle.  These are 
designed to start playing during the last 30 seconds of your local stopset and end
with the 10-second Return Liner position.  The most important mixouts of the :
40’s will be the “talkover vocal” versions, which will make for great promo pieces. 
These cuts begin with your instrumental logo, followed by a bed of about 30 
seconds mixed especially for a promo voiceover, and then end with the vocal 
sing to return your listeners to music.  Each of the six is also offered in an all-
instrumental version.

Using the 40-second cuts as described above requires that you “mask” your 
Return Liner relay closure at the end of that break.  Many automation systems 
automatically do this if the local stopset runs long.  If necessary an alternative 
way to use the beds is to shorten each 40-second cut to a 30-second 
instrumental, since there will be a natural point to get out of the cut at :30.

Finally we have isolated your logo (“Smooth Jazz 102.1”) as both an acapella 
jingle and as an instrumental solo.  These are six vocal and six instrumental cuts 
which are not any uniform length.  They are provided as elements that you can 
use in your own local production.

You can hear the demo for the new jingle package on our Smooth Jazz web 
page at www.jonesradio.net, where you can also hear all the mixouts for all 

http://www.jonesradio.net/


seven cuts.  The path is Programming/ Audio/ SJ Jingles.  The demo will also 
appear at JonesTM’s website www.studiodragonfly.com, where you can order 
the jingles.  However before ordering be sure to contact your JRN Regional 
Manager, and also Steve Hibbard.  This will ensure two things: that you are 
exploring all payment options, and that we at JRN/Denver get involved so that 
the singing of your jingle lyrics is optimized for your station’s name and dial 
position.

Please take a listen and tell us what you think.                  
      

SALES:  Personal Care Products and Services

On April 25 we asked the Online Music Panel about products and services their 
household had purchased over the last 12 months.  In March 2006 we had asked
the panel about planned expenditures for the following twelve months, and those 
results are also shown for comparison:

2008 actual: 2006 planned:

Health food store/ herbal supplements 51% 43%
Beauty salon 50% 54%
Nail salon 25% 30%
Facial or skin treatments 18% 23%
Hair removal   8%   6%
Cosmetic dentistry   6% 11%
Tanning salon   6% 13%
Day spa   6% 13%
Hair replacement or restoration   2%   2%
Cosmetic surgery <1%   2%

SALES:  Radio Gets Results

A reminder that the Radio Advertisers Bureau offers some nice jingles with the 
“Radio Gets Results” theme, which it debuted at the RAB ’06 Conference in 
Dallas.  They were created by our sister company JonesTM in seven different 
format styles, including Smooth Jazz.  You can download the jingles for free 
even if you are not an RAB member at www.rab.com/public/jingles/jingles.cfm. 
Three of the Smooth Jazz cuts are also posted on our JRN Smooth Jazz web 
page under Programming/ Audio/ RAB Jingles. 
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